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The “turnaround in energy policy” is currently in the main focus of public opinion. It concerns social, political and scientific aspects as the dependence on a reliable, efficient and affordable energy supply becomes increasingly
dominant. On the other side, the desire for a clean, environmentally consistent and climate-friendly energy production is stronger than ever.

Natural gas, hydrogen and other energy sources:
To balance these tendencies while making a transition to nuclear-free energy supply, natural gas is an important energy source in the current decade. Hydrogen as energy source will play an important role in the near future.
Hydrogen is an energy carrier and can deliver or store a tremendous amount of energy. Gaseous hydrogen can be transported through pipelines much the way natural gas is today. The mathematical results in this context are
also applicable in other context, e.g., to physical transport systems like water networks.

Summary of Research Results (2018 - 2022)

Analytical solutions
▶ Analytical solutions for ISO2 and ISO4 have been studied in detail. A multi-period optimization

approach of steady states does not always converge to the optimal state [1].

Feedback stabilization
▶ Local exponential stability for the doubly nonlinear parabolic PDE ISO3 with a boundary feedback

flow control scheme [2]

Turnpike phenomenon for hyperbolic systems
▶ Turnpike result for linear hyperbolic systems with convex objective function [3]

▶ Turnpike result for linear hyperbolic PDEs with and without integer constraint for sufficiently large time
horizon [4]

▶ Finite-Time Turnpike result for optimal control problems:
Control and state reach the stationary state exactly after
finite time. With non-smooth tracking term in [5] and with
smooth objective function in [6]
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▶ Turnpike structure in the interior of the time interval [0, T ] for optimal control problems with
pointwise-in-time constraints [7]

Optimization with probabilistic constraints
▶ Approximation of optimization problems with (dynamic) probabilistic constraints using a kernel density

estimator approach [8] and application to gas networks [9]
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▶ Existence of optimal Neumann boundary controls thet steer a system with uncertain initial state in a
neighbourhood of a desired terminal state with high probability [10]

▶ Include H2-norm of the control as control
cost to the objective function of an optimal
control problem with random gas demand
to avoid large pressure fluctuations [11]
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Market Models
▶ Coupling of the PDE model for the flow with a 4 level entry-exit market model from economics

(network capacities, bookings, nominations, optimal transport plan): Numerical results show a
piecewise turnpike property

Mathematical Models for the Gas Flow in Pipelines

ISO1

 ρt + (ρv)x = 0

(ρv)t +
(
p + ρv2

)
x = − λ

2D
ρv|v| − gρ sin(α)

ISO2

 ρt + (ρv)x = 0

(ρv)t + px = − λ

2D
ρv|v| − gρ sin(α)

ISO3

 ρt + (ρv)x = 0

px = − λ

2D
ρv|v| − gρ sin(α)

ISO4

 (ρv)x = 0

px = − λ

2D
ρv|v| − gρ sin(α)

p gas pressure v gas velocity g gravitational constant
ρ gas density λ/D pipe friction α pipe slope

Further Goals and Mathematical Challenges

▶ Combination of methods from PDE constrained optimization, mixed integer programming and
uncertainty

▶ The class of optimal boundary control problems with hyperbolic systems and probabilistic constraints
has not been studied yet

▶ What type of turnpike result occurs in a probabilistic setting or with switching decisions?

▶ The topological structure of the graph leads to demanding tasks

Project Plan (2022 - 2026)

WP1: Existence of solutions and necessary optimality conditions for optimal boundary
control problems for hyperbolic systems with dynamic probabilistic constraints

▶ Probabilistic constraints as modelling tool to obtain controls that are robust against fluctuations in gas
demand

P ( g(u, ξ, τ ) ≤ 0 ∀τ ∈ T ) ≥ p

WP2: The turnpike phenomenon for optimal control problems with probabilistic constraints

▶ Investigate the turnpike phenomenon for optimal boundary control problems with dynamic probabilistic
constraints based upon the result of WP1

WP3: The turnpike phenomenon for problems with switching decisions and the finite-time
turnpike property

▶ Does a turnpike structure exist for small switching cost?

▶ Does a turnpike property with interior decay occur?

▶ Does a finite-time turnpike phenomenon occur if the control is only allowed to attain values from a
finite set?

WP4: Algorithms for stationary nonlinear gas flow on networks with interwinded cycles

▶ Transformation to a system of polynomials in the flow variables, tackle this system by symbolic
computation ((comprehensive) Gröbner bases)
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